
An old city lit up and decorated like a fairy tale. Enjoy the five markets they make you discover the architectural treasures from the
Middle Ages to the 19th century. 

Information Description

Tour name Christmas Market Colmar

Code produit VOJ025

Time Geneva Bus Stations :
Departure: 8h00 - Place Dorcière 1201 Geneva 
Return: 22h30 - 23h00

Description The city center, which is mainly pedestrian, contains countless architectural treasures including monuments,
churches, museums and even alleys, built for the most imposing, from the Middle Ages to the 19th century. Do not
miss the Pfister House, the Koïfhus, the Unterlinden Museum, the Little Venice, the Maison des Tetes or the Collegiale
Saint-Martin.

The whole city is decorated like a dream, to make the old center a fairyland sheltering the warm atmosphere of
Christmas in the heart of the city.
Each year, the Colmarians play a leading role by participating in a joyful competition of decorations that see them
compete with imagination to adorn the facades of houses and shop windows.
The magic of Christmas in Colmar is also the tradition of gifts, arts and pleasures of the table, presents and
conviviality. The Christmas markets are a source of inspiration and ideas of a very wide variety and for all tastes
with for children a market that is essentially dedicated to them.

The magic of Christmas in Colmar is still a multitude of activities: exhibitions, lectures, concerts, tales and other
street animations which, from Advent to New Year punctuate the end of year celebrations in Colmar .
The magic of Christmas in Colmar is also Place Rapp draped in a playful and fairytale atmosphere: in the middle of a
winter decor sprinkled with flocks of firs and chalets, you will discover, amazed, a skating rink illuminated, for the
largest Joy of young and old.
The magic of Christmas in Colmar is finally a number of gourmet specialties, among which many sweet pleasures,
invade the storefronts of specialty shops or make the happiness of young and old on the stall Christmas markets ...

Duration of
circuit

15h

Included • roundtrip by coach
• documentation and city map
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